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Abstract
The photoelectron spectrum of CrO- is reported, with four electron states of CrO detected. The 5//ground state of CrO
has an electron affinity of 1.221 + 0.006 eV. An excited 3ii state is also observed, which lies 8600 _+ 40 cm -1 above the
ground state. Two additional states of CrO, believed to be triplets, are observed at energies of 4835 _ 80 and 7365 +__40
cm- ~, respectively.

I. Introduction
Experimental and theoretical studies of metal oxides such as CrO are often challenging because the d
orbitals give rise to many low-lying electronic states
with different possible spin states, many of which are
invisible to standard optical spectroscopy. The physical characteristics of chromium oxide have especially been of considerable interest. The ground state
of CrO has been assigned to be 5/i on the basis of
the work by Hocking et al. [1] and ab initio calculations by Baushlicher et al. [2]. Large-scale multireference configuration interaction calculations have
been carried out by Bauschlicher et al. [2] and Jasien
and Stevens [3] on the ground state. From their
calculations, they predict a bond length in the range
of 1.65-1.66 ~, and toe = 820-850 c m - l , in reasonable agreement with the experimental values of R e
= 1.618 and toe= 898.5 cm - t , determined using
rotationally resolved laser-induced fluorescence [1].
The vibrational frequency for X s / / CrO has been
measured to be 885 cm -1 [1,4]. Using intermodu-

lated fluorescence spectroscopy, Steimle et al. [5]
have measured the dipole moment of CrO to be
3.88 ___0.13 D, while the dissociation energy has
been estimated to be 104.3 _ 2.1 k c a l / m o l from the
enthalpy of oxygen atom exchange reactions between Cr and W O 3 and EuO [6]. The ionization
potential of CrO has been found to be 7.85 + 0.02
eV using photoelectron spectroscopy [7].
Excited electronic states of CrO have been observed at energies of 8191.23 [4], 11800 [8], and
16502.4 cm -~ [1] above the ground state. These
have been assigned to the 5~, 2 , and 5// states,
respectively. A second excited 51/state has also been
found at 22163 cm - l . However, although these states
have been reasonably well characterized, little is
known experimentally about the other spin states of
CrO, such as the triplet or septet states.
Additional information about the excited states of
the CrO molecule has come from theoretical calculations. Bauschlicher et al. [2] have calculated energies
and vibrational frequencies for the 5v÷, 7H, and 7y of
CrO in addition to the X sH state. At the CASSCF
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and SDCI levels of theory, the 5~+ state of CrO is
calculated to be 9500 and 5100 cm-1 above the 5//
state, respectively. The energies of the septet states
relative to the quintet states of CrO vary substantially depending on the level of theory used for the
calculation, with the 7~ state predicted to lie -- 6500
c m - l above the 717 state.
We recently have used negative-ion photoelectron
spectroscopy of M o O - to access otherwise inaccessible states of MoO [9]. Five electronic states were
observed in the photoelectron spectrum, assigned to
the 5/i (ground state), 5~-, 3H, 5~+, and ~1 states.
The last three of these are previously unobserved
states of MoO. We have now used this same approach to study CrO, a molecule with an electronic
structure similar to that of MoO. We observed major
features attributable to the X s// and 3/i states of
CrO, as well as minor features tentatively assigned to
low-lying triplet states. We also observed a feature in
the spectrum that is lower in energy than the 5/7
state, which arises from a long-lived excited electronic state of CrO-.

2. Experimental
The negative-ion photoelectron spectrometer and
experimental procedures have been described in detail in previous publications [10], and only a brief
description is provided here. Ions are created in a
microwave discharge through which is passed
chromium hexacarbonyl (Cr(CO) 6) vapor in --0.6
Torr helium in a flowing afterglow. A small amount
of O 2 is seeded in the helium to produce O - , which
facilitates the formation of CrO-. Chromium ion and
higher order chromium oxide ions (CrO~-) are also
formed, either as a result of the discharge or from
ion-molecule reactions with 0 2. Once formed, the
ions exit the flowing afterglow through a 1 mm
orifice and are accelerated to 735 eV in a differentially pumped region. The beam is then focused and
the ions with the desired mass-to-charge ratio are
selected using a Wien velocity filter. After mass
selection, the ions are decelerated to 40 eV and are
focused into the laser interaction region.
The ion beam is crossed by a 351 nm Ar m laser
in the center of a build-up cavity described previously [10], providing = 75 W laser power. The

energies of the detached electrons are measured in a
hemispherical electrostatic energy analyzer with a
resolution of = 8 meV, and detected using a position
sensitive detector. The photoelectron spectra presented represent the photoelectron counts at the detector, integrated over many scans, as a function of
electron kinetic energy (eKE). The electron binding
energy is obtained by subtracting the eKE from the
photon energy, 3.531 eV.

3. Results and discussion
Before attempting a detailed analysis of the
photoelectron spectrum of CrO-, it is important to
first establish the electronic structure for this ion. A
molecular orbital diagram for CrO can be constructed from the orbitals of chromium and oxygen,
as shown in Fig. 1. This figure and notation are
similar to that used previously in the stud~y of MoO 9.
The ground state of CrO has a high-spin 7I configuration, 3d(523der14scr I. The negative ion is formed
by adding an additional electron to the diffuse 4str
orbital, giving rise to a 4/-/ configuration,
3d623der~4so-2. Detachment of one of the essentially non-bonding 4so" electrons gives rise to two
electronic states of CrO. X s / / a n d 3//, corresponding
to the remaining 4so- electron being high-spin and
low-spin coupled to the CA) + core, respectively. In
this respect, the photoelectron spectrum of CrOshould be similar to that of C r - [11] or M o O - [9].
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Fig. 1. Molecularorbital diagram for CrO derived from the atomic
orbitals of chromium and oxygen.
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Two intense features are observed in the spectra for
these ions, corresponding to electron detachment
from the doubly occupied 4s and 5str orbitals, respectively. For C r O - , detachment from the 4str 2
orbital should be the predominant process, leading to
formation of the X 5 / / a n d 3// states of CrO. Detachment to form other triplet or quintet states of CrO is
possible but expected to be weaker.
The 351 nm photoelectron spectrum of C r O - is
shown in the bottom half of Fig. 2. For comparison,
the photoelectron spectrum of C r - , similar to that
described previously [l l], is also shown. The two
expected strong features are immediately apparent,
but three weaker electronic transitions are also observed in the C r O - spectrum. The origins of the
bands are marked as A, B, C, D, and E in Fig. 2, and
the positions of the origin peaks are listed in Table 1,
along with the vibrational splittings for each state.
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Table 1
Relative energies and vibrational frequencies for electronic states
of CrO- and CrO a

Band b
CrO A

CrO
B
C
D
E

State Relative energy c

Vibrationalfrequency

X 4//
A4qb

0
7505:80

885 _+80 d

X 5H

0
4835 + 80
73655:40
8600_+40

885 + 20
945 + 40
715+_60 e
960+_40

3i/

Energies in cm ~, unless otherwise marked.
b Photoelectron band as labeled in Fig. 2.
c Energy of the origin relative to the ground state of CrO- or
CrO.
a Obtained from vibrational hot band for band C.
e This peak may also correspond to a two-electron transition from
CrO- to the sZ state of CrO.
a

The features labeled B and E dominate the spectrum,
and correspond to formation of the X SH and 3/7
states of CrO, respectively. Band A is most likely
due to transitions from a long-lived electronically
excited state of the ion, while the features labeled C
and D are most likely due to formation of low-lying
triplet states of CrO.

3.1.5//and 3//states
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Fig. 2. 351 nm photoelectron spectra of Cr- (top) and CrO(bottom). The energy splittings between the 7S and 5S states of Cr
and the SH and 3// states of CrO are indicated to emphasize the
comparison.

The two largest peaks in the spectrum of C r O correspond to formation of the 5// and 3/7 states of
CrO. This assignment is based in part on a comparison with the spectrum of C r - , shown in the top half
of Fig. 2. The two largest peaks in the C r - spectrum
correspond to formation of the 7S and 5S states of
Cr, resulting from detachment from the doubly occupied 4s orbital [11]. The 5 / / a n d 3//states of CrO are
formed in a similar fashion by detachment from the
doubly occupied 4scr orbital of C r O - . This assignment is supported by angular distribution studies,
which indicate that the features are due to detachment from an s-like (o-) orbital (vide infra). The
energy splitting between the 5/1 and 3// states is
8600 cm - ] , only 1000 cm -~ higher than the 7S-5S
splitting in Cr [12]. This indicates that the presence
of the oxygen atom does not have a large impact on
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the energies of the 4s orbitals in Cr, consistent with
the MO diagram shown in Fig. 2.
Vibrational frequencies for both the 5// and 3//
states can be obtained from the spectrum shown in
Fig. 2. For the 5// state, we find a vibrational
frequency of 885 c m - ~, which agrees perfectly with
previously reported values [1,4]. A vibrational frequency of 960 cm-~ is found for the 3// state of
CrO. No other experimental or theoretical information is available for this state.
There are additional transitions observed in the
vicinity of the 5//state, marked as A in Fig. 2. These
appear to be hot bands, but are too intense to be
vibrational hot bands. More likely, band A is due to
transitions from a long-lived electronically excited
state of CrO- to the ground state of CrO. This ion is
possibly the 4qb state, with a 4so" t3d633d~-I configuration (Fig. 1). From the splitting between peaks A
and B, this state lies = 750 cm-~ higher in energy
than the 4H state. From the hot band for feature A,
we obtain a vibrational frequency of 750 cm-~ for
the 44 state of the ion. The transitions from the
excited state of the CrO- ion to the 5// state of CrO
are significantly broader than those from the ground
state. This is most likely due to spin-orbit coupling
in the 4qb state, which is too small to be completely
resolved. For this reason, the uncertainties for the
quantities listed above are slightly larger ( + 8 0
c m - ~). Transitions from the 4qb state of CrO- to the
3/1 state of CrO would be two-electron transitions,
and are too weak to be observed.
3.2. Other electronic states
In addition to the intense peaks corresponding to
formation of the 5/1 and 3/7 states, weaker transitions
to two other states of CrO are also observed. The
origins of these states are marked as C and D, and
they lie 4835 + 80 and 7365 + 40 cm-1 above the
ground state, respectively. These do not correspond
to previously known states of CrO and are most
likely due to formation of triplet states which would
be inaccessible using optical spectroscopy of CrO.
The intensities of bands C and D indicate that they
likely arise from one-electron transitions from CrO-,
i.e. they result from simple photodetachment. Possible triplet states that can be formed by direct detachment from CrO include a 35 state (3d624str 2) from

detachment of a 7r electron, and a 3t~ state
(3d613d~-14so "2) formed by detachment of a 8
electron. Neither of these states could be accessed by
direct detachment from the 4q) state of CrO-.
Vibrational structure is apparent for bands C and
D. Band C consists of an extended vibrational progression with an average spacing of 940 c m - l between the peaks. As was found with band A, the
peaks of band C are broadened due to unresolved
split-orbit coupling. A vibrational hot band is observed for band C at an energy that is 885 c m from the origin. This is the vibrational frequency for
the 4// state of CrO-.
The feature labeled D consists of a sharp peak
with what appears to be a weak vibration at 715
cm-~. However, the vibrational level is about 8100
cm-~ higher in energy than the origin of the 5/i
state, in approximately the region where the 5~ state
(3d623dTr 2) would be expected to be observed [4].
Moreover, the intensity of this peak is very weak,
consistent with what is expected for the two electron
transition required to form the 5~ state. Therefore, it
is possible that this small peak is either a vibrational
peak for band D, a weak two-electron transition to
the 5~ state, or a combination of both.
Unfortunately, there are no previous experimental
or theoretical studies of the triplet states of CrO, as
the only information available for the non-quintet
states of CrO comes from the theoretical calculations
by Baushlicher et al. [2] on the septet states. The
results obtained in the present study indicate that the
triplet states of CrO are sufficiently low in energy to
warrant further investigation.

3.3. Angular distribution measurements
The intensity of photodetachment of electrons is
dependent upon the polarization of the laser and,
therefore, angular distributions can provide additional information about the C r O - molecule. The
angular distribution of photoelectron detachment is
measured by varying the angle of the electric field
vector of the laser with respect to the direction of the
electron detector. The intensity of the photoelectron
detachment for atoms is described by Eq. (1) [13,14],
Io= 1 +/3P2(cos 0 ) ,

(1)
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where P2(cos 0) is the second associated Legendre
polynomial and /3 is an anisotropy parameter which
can range over - 1 ~</3 ~< 2. The parameter /3 provides information regarding the orbital from which
the electron is detached. Electrons detached from
atomic s orbitals will have p-wave character, resulting in /3 = + 2 . Similarly, detachment from p orbitals results in a combination of s-wave and d-wave
detachment. Near threshold, s-wave detachment
dominates giving /3 = 0, but at higher energies, dwave detachment becomes more predominant and /3
approaches - 1. For d electrons, p- and f-wave detachment occurs, with p-wave dominant near threshold, giving /3 near + 2 . For molecular systems,
interpretation of the anisotropy parameter is more
complicated. However, it has been observed that
electrons originating in diffuse o- orbitals give /3 =
1.5-2.0, while detachment from 7r (p-like) orbitals
leads to /3 < 0. Detachment from 8 orbitals will tend
to result in /3 > 0.
The spectra in Fig. 2 were measured at the 'magic
angle' (54.7 °) for which P2(cos 0 ) = 0 so that the
relative intensities of detachment were equal for all
electrons. Spectra of C r - and C r O - were also taken
at parallel ( I 0) and perpendicular (•90) polarizations
and the anisotropy parameters for each peak was
determined using the relationship /3 = ( I 0 19o)/(0"51o + •9o)" For C r - /3 = 2 for the 5S 2 and
S 3 peaks indicating that they were detached from an
s orbital. For the C r O - molecule /3 = 1.4 _+ 0.2 for
detachment to give the 3// state and /3 = 1.7 +_ 0.2
for detachment to the 5// state, indicating that both
of these electrons were detached from an almost
spherical ~r orbital. The intensities of the remaining
peaks in the C r O - spectra are much lower than the
3// and 511 origins and therefore the anisotropy parameters cannot be determined with the same degree
of certainty. Approximate values of 0.6, - 0 . 2 , and
1.4 are found for the origin peaks of A, C, and D,
respectively.
7

.

-

.

3.4. T h e r m o c h e m i s t r y

Not only can the photoelectron spectrum of C r O be used to determine the electron affinity (EA) of the
species, but information from it can be used to infer
more about the character of the C r - O bond. The
electron affinity measured for CrO can be used to

derive evidence for the non-bonding character of the
~r orbital which the extra electron in C r O - occupies.
The electron affinity of CrO, 1.221 +_ 0.006 eV, is
much closer to that of oxygen (EA = 1.4611 eV)
than it is to Cr (EA = 0.678 + 0,004 eV, Fig. 2) [11].
The C r - O - bond energy, D 0 ( C r - O - ) can be calculated from the bond energy in CrO and the electron
affinities of CrO and oxygen according to
D0(Cr-O- ) = D0(Cr-O ) + EA(CrO) - EA(O).

(2)
The C r - O - bond energy calculated using Eq. (2)
is 98.8 _+ 2.1 k c a l / m o l , 5 k c a l / m o l lower than the
bond in neutral CrO [6]. This indicates that the extra
electron in CrO resides in a largely non-bonding
orbital.
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